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Fixed assets management is an important content of basic management work of 
colleges and universities, the efficiency of management and its benefit directly affect 
the school management costs and the connotation development, which makes its 
importance, cannot be ignored.  
In practical work, a wide scope of fixed assets management project, involves large 
sums of money, updates replacement fast, and the original management way already 
cannot adapt to the existing work environment. With the advancement of information 
construction of colleges and universities work, we have to strengthen the network 
management of fixed assets in institutions of higher education, and the work of basic 
education teaching management service center. In order to improve management of 
fixed assets in institutions of higher education mode and improve the efficiency of 
management, designing and implementing a full management system is particularly 
important. 
Based on investigation and analysis of school asset management and the premise 
of real working condition, it adopts B/S structure of RIA technology, MSSQL Server as 
the background database, and Asp.net platform, then it uses c # programming language 
and ExtJS framework structure. The system also uses RDLC statements in a way that 
the design and application of statistical analysis report. System solutions include daily 
business, at the end of query processing, business, assets and listing, documents 
processing, seven functions such as query, and system Settings. At the same time, the 
daily business module designed the management on asset types about increasing or 
decreasing, etc; Business query module can complete the management of assets in and 
out of the query, and receipt entry; Assets list item developed daily use query 
management; Report query item reached the asset inventory and daily order 
management. 
Smooth development in the system, realized the different content of integrated 
management of fixed assets management, improving some practical problems, such as 
the information that is not free, inventory assets management and  the use in colleges 
and universities is not clear. Through actual operation feedback, the function of the 
system, it can greatly improve the work efficiency of asset management personnel in the 
















Paper first introduces the school asset management present situation, analyzes the 
research background, and then introduces the key technology research, and the demand 
for system design and development conducted a comprehensive analysis, and then 
elaborated on how based on ExtJS technologies such as fixed assets management 
system in colleges and universities to carry on the design, development, and thoroughly 
tested, finally which can provide a set of functions, friendly interface in order to 
complete asset management system for school.                                               
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